2019 Presidents Cup (Districts & State Finals)
Event Checklist (Required for Check-In)
*This document is a list of reminders and logistical items that all teams must be aware of for the Presidents Cup
event. Information covers both the District Playoffs and State Finals.*


Teams must bring an official Association Roster to the event and have it available at every game as
back-up.



Teams must have a Player Card for every player participating in the Event. All Player Cards must be
signed by your Registrar and include a recent photo of the player and be laminated. They will be
checked by the referee prior to games.



Team and coach must read and sign Code of Ethics to turn in at Check-In.



A team may have no more than four (4) individuals designated as team officials on the team sideline
at any given time. A coach or team official’s current Adult Participation Pass (Kidsafe Pass) will be
their Bench Pass. The Kidsafe Pass must be visible at all times that the coach or team official is on the
team sideline.



(13U-18U ONLY) Team must have signed the Regional Commitment form and turn in at Check-In.



The referees will bring the official game cards to the field and upon completion of the game, will get
signatures from the coaches and submit the official game card to Tournament Staff. Tournament Staff
will update the scores online following each round of games.



Yelling and/or insulting remarks towards the referees from coaches or spectators will not be
tolerated. These types of comments could result in removal from the complex for the remainder of
the day or event. Players conduct on the field is subject to the authority of the referee. Coaches
ejected or removed from a game will not be allowed to return to the complex for the remainder of the
event!



Any weather related updates or issues will be communicated to all teams via the GotSoccer
email/text system. This email update will go to the primary contacts for the team…make sure to
update that information. Bigger announcements will be posted on the Presidents Cup webpage:
http://www.stxsoccer.org/presidents_cup/



If the Presidents Cup District event on April 13-14 or April 27-28 is rained out would you be able to
play on May 11-12?
Yes
No
(This is just a poll. We will reach out to teams again if needed)

_________________________________
AGE GROUP & TEAM NAME

_____________________________________
TEAM COACH / REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE
(Electronic Signature is Acceptable)

_________
DATE

